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This paper presents a study of segment length and its relationship to the
syllable in Ibibio, a Lower Cross language spoken in Nigeria. Syllable structure
pro-cesses such as consonant lengthening, lenition, vowel lengthening and
trunca-tion all occur to satisfy syllable weight requirements.

1.0 Introduction

The issue of length and its linguistic representation has been of interest to linguists
for many years. One reason for this is that long segments sometimes function as a
sequence of short segments and at other times as a single unit. Research on Hausa
plurals [Leben 1980], Berber [Guerssel 1977], Hebrew [Barkai 1974; McCarthy
1981] and Greek [Schein & Steriade 1986] provide some of the evidence for this
position. Given a non-linear approach, length can be viewed as an autonomous
property on an independent tier of the phonological representation, separate yet
related to the segmental tier (cf. Smith & Van der Hulst [1982]; Hyman [1982]).
In the present study, I seek to extend the results of this previous work to Ibibio, a
Lower Cross language spoken in Akwa Ibom State in the southeastern part of
Nigeria.
I investigate here length phenomena in both consonants and vowels in Ibibio.
Two different consonant processes-lengthening and lenition-occur in what
appears to be the same intervocalic environment. Vowels, too, may be affected,
either lengthened or truncated. The question this raises is why this should be the
case. Although it appears superficially that the environments for consonantallengthening and lenition are the same, on one hand, and the environments for vowel
lengthening and truncation identical, on the other hand, there is a crucial distinction

* I am grateful to Bruce Connell for useful comments and discussions as well as for literally
rewriting the introductory part of this paper. I would also like to thank John Harris for insightful
comments, the anonymous reviewers and the SAL editor for comments on earlier drafts of this
paper.
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in tenus of syllable weight. Hence, the position adopted here is that of moraic
phonology, which assumes a basic weight distinction between different sy lIable
types. Adopting such an approach, I believe, clarifies and simplifies the analysis of
length phenomena in Ibibio.
The paper is organised along the following lines. In section 2 a phonological
sketch of Ibibio is presented. Section 3 provides data and a descriptive account of
length in Ibibio, followed by an account of previous analyses of length in section 4.
Length and syllable weight constitute the focus of section 5. Section 6 presents
concluding remarks. Examples in the paper are given in phonetic representation.

2.0 Ibibio phonological sketch
Ibibio manifests dialect variation depending on the clan groupings within Ibibio
land. The varieties used in this study are those spoken in the Uyo (the state capital),
Uman, and Etinan areas, broadly covering the Uman and Iman dialects. The data
collected in these areas cut across sex and age. Being a native speaker of the Ibibio
language myself, I can confinu that distinctive vowel length, exemplified by the
examples in (l), is quite widespread across the Lower Cross group to which Ibibio
belongs
(1)

Ibibio

Annang

mim
naam

mim
naam

d;3k
d:5:5k

d;3k
d:5:5k

Gloss
'do'
'intoxicate'
'dig (a) hole'
'climb'

Various analyses of the Ibibio phoneme system are found in the literature. For
the purpose of this paper, we assume a system consisting of thirteen consonant
phonemes and seven vowel phonemes 1 [Urua 1990], plus a length feature for six
of these vowels, as shown in (2).
(2)

Ii, e, a,

A, ~, 0,

Iii, ee, aa,

ul

~~, 00,

uul

2.1 Ibibio vowel phonemes. There is some debate in the literature concerning the
number of vowel phonemes found in Ibibio [Kaufman 1968, 1985, Essien 1983,
1990, Utip 1991, Uma 19901. This may, to some extent, be due to dialect variation, but to some extent it is also due to problems in analysis. In this work, we
assume a seven-vowel inventory, as listed in (3).
(3)

fl, e, a,

A, ~, ~ ~

1 The vowel phonemes have posed major difficulties for analysts, and this has resulted in a range
of different proposals. Six vowel phonemes are proposed by Kaufman [1968]; seven by Boys
[1978] and Urua [1990]; eight by Connell [1991]; nine by Utip [1991] and ten by Essien [1983,
1990], largely as a result of dialect variation.
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Apart from IAI, which is restricted in distribution to C_C position, the other six
vowels are realised as such in open syllables. In closed syllables, there is a degree of
shortening and centralisation, especially for the higher vowels, such that Ii, 0, ul
are realised as [i, g, ll], respectively. The symbol [i] represents a lowered and
centralised high front vowel.
These six vowels may all occur in prefixes, typically with their open syllable
realisations, though there appears to be some dialect variation with respect to realisation, which may be due to variation in the harmony system; it remains a question
that requires further exploration. There are restrictions as to which vowels may
occur in suffixes; typically Ii, ul do not occur, and the phonetic realisation of those
vowels that do is determined by harmony considerations which vary across dialects. The facts of vowel harmony across Ibibio dialects are of substantial interest
but do not bear on the issues discussed in this paper.
Ibibio exhibits phonemic vowel length, a fact on which all writers agree, though
there is some debate as to whether all vowels may be lengthened. The high vowels
Iii and lui, in particular, are problematic in this regard, where a length contrast
seems restricted to northern dialects.
Vowel length may also be derived, indicating the frequentative or pluractional
nature of verbs; it also occurs ideophonically for pragmatic purposes. Constraints
on the distribution of Ibibio vowels are summarised in (4).
(4) Vowel distribution
Prefix

C_C

Final

1

11,

1

1

e
a

ee, e
aa, a

e
a

e
a

;)

;);), ;)

;)

;)

0

00, 0

0

0

u

uu, u

U, H

Suffix

A,g

2.2 Ibibio consonant phonemes. Ibibio has thirteen consonants in its phonemic
inventory [Urua 1990]. The consonant system is particularly interesting for the
restrictions that exist on the distribution and phonetic realisation of these consonants, and for the exceptions to what appears to be the basic system. Exceptions
apart, it can be said that all consonants may occur stem initially, and that in this
position they are typically realised with a "strong" articulation. In final position
(i.e., prepausally), only stops and nasals may occur, with the stops normally being
voiceless. In intervocalic, non-stem initial position, distribution is similarly restricted,
though phonetic realisations are typically weak, i. e., lenition occurs. The facts of
the basic system are summarised in Table 1. Symbols have IP A values with the
exception of [R], which represents a uvular approximant or tap.
Exceptions to this basic system are as follows. First, the approximant Ijl could
also be said to occur in final and medial positions. The essence of the debate here is
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Table 1: The basic Ibibio consonant system, with positional variants.
Consonant #C
b
b
t
t
d
d
k
k
kp
kp
m
m
n
n
J1
J1
I)

I)W

f
s
J
w

f
s
J
w

C#
p
t
d
k

-VCVb,f3
[

-VCCVpp
tt

[

R

kk

m
n

kp
m
n

mm
nn

I)

I)

1)1)

s
J

JJ

w

whether post-vocalic [j] is part of the nucleus, i.e., forming a diphthong, or is a
coda consonant. The latter analysis is assumed in this paper, following Urua
[1990], and Akinlabi and Urua [1993] (see also 3.2.2, below).
The more interesting set of exceptions to the basic system is the occurrence, in
medial position, of what may be termed "long" or geminate consonants. Clearly,
/mm/, /nn/, and /1)1)/ do occur contrastively in this environment, as the examples in
(5) show.
(5) a. deme
demme

'ignore'
'wake up'

yom 0
yommo

'be noisy'
'boo at'

b. d5n5
d5nn5

, ,

m;Jn;J
m5nn5

c. IJwaIJ8
IJwaIJIJ8

'be smooth'
'slip (on a slippery surface),
'be smooth'
'shine (a) torch'
'be transparent'
'pour (e.g., into a container)'

It may also be argued that /p, t, k/ occur as long consonants in this same
environment. This claim is somewhat more contentious, in that phonetically no
"short" voiceless stops occur in this position with which the ostensibly long ones
contrast. Contrast can be said to occur, though, with the !enited realisations of
other consonants in medial position, as seen in (6). This phenomenon is proble-
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matic for the neatness of the basic system in that it can no longer be claimed that
all consonants in the inventory contrast in initial position.
(6) a. dippe
di/3e

b. sitte
Slfe

c. dikke

mRe

'lift up'
'hide oneself'
'bore (e.g., a hole')
'be bushy'
'frighten'
'step on'

A second critical factor affecting the assumption of long voiceless stops is that
some, though by no means all, occurrences of medial Ipp, tt, kk/ are a result of
morphological processes, typically the addition of a -ev suffix to a eve stem,
where the initial e of the suffix is assimilated to the stem-final C. The stop
consonants are an important case in point. It is often a thorny issue to decide how
to analyze the relationship among the labial stops [p, b, kp] in the language.
Sometimes [p] and [kp] have been assigned to the same phoneme; at other times
[p] and [b] have been assigned to one phoneme, and so forth. It has even been
suggested that [p] might belong with IfI. Since this paper does not strictly concern
the phonological analysis of Ibibio phonological units, I have simply presented the
constraints that affect these consonants and present the distribution as in Table 1
above.
2.3 Ibibio syllable structure. Although there are segment and syllable structure
constraints on what may occur where, Ibibio syllable structure is uncomplicated,
basically eV(V)(C). Verb stems may have an initial V or N prefix, which may be
followed by an open syllable (either light or heavy) or by a closed syllable having
either a short or long vowel.
2.4 Ibibio tone. There are two contrastive level tones, high and low, plus a downstep feature. Other tones are the contour rising (low-high) and falling (high-low)
tones, which are combinations of high and low tones. The following marking
conventions are used:
High tone;
Low tone, [,L Low-high rising;
Highlow falling, and Downstepped high tone [I]. All tone-bearing segments are marked
for tone.

n

r]

n

3.0 A descriptive account of length in Ibibio
3.1 Long vowels. Verb roots may differ in whether they exhibit short or long
vowels, a few examples of ev and evv types being provided in (7). Even though
long vowels occur in open syllables, as in the examples in (7b), such examples are
rare; minimal pairs exhibiting a contrast between short and long vowels in this
environment do not exist.
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(7) a. CV roots
'chew'
se 'look'
n3
'give'
rna 'complete (a task),

ta

b. CVV roots
naa 'lie down'
kaa 'go'
Of the seven vowels identified in this study, six (Ii, e, a, J, 0, ul) may occur as
long vowels in contrast with short ones, generally in closed syllables. Minimal pairs
exhibiting a phonological length contrast are presented in (8). Observe in (9) that,
although there are long high vowels /ii/ and /uu/ in C_C position, there are no
items with the corresponding short high vowels, Ii! and /u/. This is essentially
because there is a constraint that bars high vowels from occurring in certain
positions, namely C_C and as suffix vowels, as indicated above in (4).
(8) Vowel length contrasts
a. dep
'buy'
deep
'scratch'

b.

nam
naam

c. b:5k

b:5:5k
d. 6k6p

6k66p
(9) a. slit
b. tlilik

'choose'
'bend'

'perform/do'
'intoxicate'
'cook'
'nurture'
'navel'
'calabash'
'block (an) opening'
'touch'

Long vowels may be underlying, as above, or occur through derivation. In
(10), vowel length is a consequence of verbal derivational morphology. The
frequentative,2 for example, may simply lengthen the vowel of the verb root, as in
(lOa), or append a suffix with concomitant lengthening of the verb stem vowel, as
in (lOb).

2 It must be pointed out that not all verbs in Ibibio are capable of indicating frequency through
vowel lengthening. Other verbs achieve this through palatalisation, reduplication, or repetition.
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(10) a. Morphological vowel lengthening
Simple Root Frequentative
wet
weet
]lam
]laam

wot

woot

b. Vowel lengthening and suffixation
Simple Root Frequentative
feRe
fee-I]e
dep
dee-me
kApp6
kuu-m6
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'write'
'sell'
'kill'

'run'
'buy'
'uncover (e.g., bottle)'

Although simple lengthening of the root vowel marks frequency in some verbs
(lOa), much more than this is involved in the cases in (lOb). In addition to root
vowel lengthening, a -CV suffix also appears. The -C- of this suffix is underlyingly
[Nasal], while vowel harmony constraints determine the quality of the -V of the
suffix. As I intend to show in section 5, this is not simply a question of consonant
nasalisation, as suggested by Essien [1979], but more particularly a process of
compensatory lengthening. The suffix -C- is specified for the feature [Nasal] which
is homorganic to the final consonant in the CVC verb stem. The final C of the verb
stem is lost, with subsequent lengthening of the stem vowel to fill the slot of the
lost final C.
Although long vowels are attested in noun forms, they do not usually contrast
with short vowels in the same environment. It is a difficult task to find even near
minimal pairs such as idaadl 'joy' and udanl 'type of cherry (with sticky flesh)'. It
is instructive to note that these nouns are frequently derived via affixation from
verb roots having long vowels.
(11)

Nouns

itoora
idaara
ib;);)d
ubeet

ubet

Verb Root
'praise'
toora 'praise'
'joy'
daara
'rejoice'
'response'
b;);)d
'respond'
'room'
beet
'shut (e. g., doors, windows) (Freq.)
'your husband' (from bet 'to support')

Although length may be a feature of both nouns and verbs, the data in this
paper are drawn largely from the verbal class because this is the class where length
is used for phonological and morphological contrast.
3.2 Long consonants. Ibibio attests long consonants whose distribution is restricted to intervocalic position. Hence, one does not find long consonants in wordor stem-initial or final position. In this paper, I make a distinction between long
consonants that have a contrastive function and mere phonetically long consonants
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with no contrastive function. Those long consonants that exhibit a distinctive
contrastive function are the nasal stops. Voiceless oral stops and the palatal glide,
on the other hand, may occur phonetically as long consonants, but they have no
contrastive function. Data in the following sections illustrate each kind of long
consonants in Ibibio.
3.2.1 Inherent consonant length. Like vowel length, consonant length may be
exploited phonologically to make a lexical contrast, as in (12), a contrast that is
restricted to nasal consonants. Long voiceless and voiced oral consonants do not
contrast in intervocalic position, as illustrated by the examples in (13). Although
voiceless oral stops may occur as long consonants, I do not consider them to be
phonologically significant since they do not contrast with a short counterpart.
(12)

Contrastive nasal consonants
'ignore'
a. deme
demme 'wake up'
b. d6n5
d6nn6

(13)

'be smooth'
'slip (on a slippery
surface),

yom 6
'be noisy'
yomm6 'boo at'
m6n6
m6nn6

Phonetically long voiceless consonants
Derived
Non-derived
'lift up'
siUe
dippe
*site
*clipe
tikke

'be smooth'
'shine (a) torch'

'uncork (e.g., bottle)'

'descend'

*tike
ttikk6

*tAk5

'oppress'

dtikk6

'strain'

*dAk5

3.2.2 Derived consonant length. Consonant length may also result from morphological affixation, as in (14)-( 16) which illustrate reversive and negative suffixes. In
(14) appear derived geminate nasals; in (15) and (16) appear derived geminate
voiceless stops, reversive and negative, respectively. Essien [1979, 1990 J has
claimed that both voiced and voiceless oral stops can occur as geminate/long consonants in Ibibio, a claim which has been refuted in U rua [1990] and Connell
[1991], and by the data provided here. In addition to nasals and voiceless stops,
palatal glides (16d) may also occur as long consonants.
Single consonants in Ibibio undergo intervocalic weakening, long consonants do
not. This is one crucial reason for considering these consonants long, since it is not
possible for weakening to apply to either consonant of a geminate cluster, as evidenced by the affixation of the reversive suffix in (15).
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(14) Reversive (stem-final nasal)
'cook'
a. tem
tem-me
'remove cooking from fire'
'carry on (the) head'
'remove (object) from head'

b. byom
byom-mb

(15) Reversive (stem-final voiceless consonant)
a. k3p
'lock'
k:3p-p:5
'unlock'
b. siit
slt-te

(16) Negative
a. dep
i dep-pe

b. bat
i bat-ta

c. nek
i nek-ke

d. b3y
i b:3y-y:5

'cork'
'uncork'

'buy'
's/he is not buying'
'count'
's/he is not counting'
'dance'
's/he is not dancing'
'receive (Freq)'
's/he is not receiving'

The basic shapes of the suffixes are -V and -CV. A single suffix shape and
melody, as will be seen throughout this paper, may have multiple functions. Table
2 provides some of the different suffixes that attach to Ibibio verbs and the
functions they perform. These suffixes are ordered, each one listed in Table 2 being
ordered typically before the negative suffix, as shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Ibibio suffix type, function, and structure
-V
Stative
-V
Reflexive
-CV/-kV Negative
-CV
Reversive
-CV
Reciprocal
Frequent.
-NY

[buuk + V
[fAk + V
[tern + CV
[tern + CV
[e-du-ma + CV
[dep + NV

~
~

~
~
~
~

bAR-:5 'be buried']
fAR-:5 'cover oneself']

... tem-me 'not cooking']
tem-me 'remove cooking from fire']
e-d6-k:3m-m3 'love each other']
dee-me 'buy many things/times']
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Table 3. Order of Ibibio verb suffixes
V-Stat-Neg
V-Refl-Neg
V-Rev-Neg

bAR;) + Neg
fAR;) + Neg
temme + Neg

~

V-Rec-Neg

e-du-ma-ka + Neg

~

V-Freq-Neg dee-me + Neg

~

~

~

... bAR:5-ke 'not being buried'
... fAR:5-ke 'not covering oneself'
temme-ke 'not removing cooking from
fire'
i-du-k;Jmm~-ke 'they do not love each
other'
... deeme-ke 'not buying many things/
times'

Reversive action is distinct from negative action in Ibibio. Whereas negative
action negates the action of the verb, reversive action simply reverses or undoes
the action. Moreover, verbs that show reversive action also take the negative
suffix, just as regular positive verbs do. However, sometimes the structure and
melody of the different suffixes are the same, as seen in (17b-c), where the
negative suffix has the same structure and melody as the reversive suffix.
(17) a. tem
b. tem-me
c. ri tem-me
d. ri tem-me-ke

'cook'
'remove cooking from fire (Rev),
'I am not cooking (Neg)'
'I am not removing cooking from fire (Rev Neg)'

Suffixation of the reversive suffix -CV to the verb stem tem 'cook' creates a
disyllabic stem. Disyllabic verb stems take the -ke negative suffix while monosyllabic verb stems take a -CV suffix, where the C is sometimes identical to the
final consonant of the stem, as in (17b-c). This is reflected in (17 d) where the negative suffix assumes the -ke shape. Moreover, the affixes are ordered with the negative suffix coming after the reversive suffix.
One problem in the analysis of long consonants in Ibibio has been how to
handle glides. In previous studies, a vowel-glide sequence has been analysed as a
diph-thong. For instance, the examples in (I8b, d, f) were treated as a CV sequence
in which the V was a diphthong. Simi lady, cases such as that in (18e) were treated
as CV-CV, ko/-yo. There was no attempt to explain why the same sound was
treated as part of a diphthong in the stem but as a glide in the suffix [Essien 1979;
Umoh 1985; Urua 1987]. However, as has been argued in Urua [1990J and
Akinlabi & Urua [19931. such sequences are more properly regarded phonetically
as -VC, where the C is a palatal glide. This is because, morphophonemic ally , the
sequence behaves like other CVC verbs rather than CV verbs, as shown in (19).
Observe that in (19), a -CV suffix is used to mark negation. This suffix has
various allomorphs, e.g., -R V and -CV for verbs with the CV(C) structure, and
-ke for CV(V)C(C)V verbs. However, the crucial examples are those in (I9a-b). If,
indeed, the VG sequences (l9c) are diphthongs, then they would be expected to
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(lR) a. b:J
b:Jy
1 b:Jy-y:5

'receive'
'receive (Freq)'
's/he is not receiving (Freq Neg)'

b.koy
1 kay-yo

'fetch (liquid) with a cup'
's/he is not fetching (Freq Neg)'

c. day
1 day-ya

'lick'
's/he is not licking (Freq Neg)'

(19) a. CV
dl
n:J
kaa

se
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'come'
'give'
'go'
'look'

1 dll-Re
1 n:J:J-R:5
1 kaa-Ra
1 see-Re

's/he has not come'
's/he has not given'
's/he has not gone'
's/he has not looked'

b. CVC (C2 = voiceless stop)
dep 'buy'
i dep-pe
fat
'peel'
i fat-to

's/he has not bought'
's/he has not peeled'

c. CVC (C2 = glide)
b:Jy 'receive (Freq)' i b:Jy-y:5
day 'lick'
i day-ya

's/he has not received (Freq Neg)'
's/he has not licked'

d. CV(V)C(C)V

mana 'be born'
beeI]e 'make (a) request'
bekke 'belch'

i mana-ke 's/he has not been born'
1 beeI]e-ke 's/he has not made (a) request'
1 bekke-ke 's/he has not belched'

behave like the CV verbs in (19a). We find that this is not the case; rather, they
behave like the CVC verbs in (19b), which negate by affixing a -C-, a copy of the
verb final consonant, and a-V, which harmonises with the root vowel. I claim that
the VG sequence is not a diphthong but a vowel followed by a palatal glide. This
stem-final glide surfaces in the suffix just as the -C does in other CVC verbs [Urua
1990; Akinlabi & Urua 1993]. More importantly, treating CVG sequences as CVC
stems rather than as CV stems provides a generalisation for dealing with verb
suffixes in the language. Essentially the verb suffix is -CV, but, through assimilation
processes, the different verb structures realize different melodies at the surface
level.
In an effort to maintain the diphthong analysis, one reviewer for this journal has
suggested that through the process of suffixation, the offglide /j/ is promoted up
the tree; in other words, there would be glide hardening. While possible, this
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approach simply complicates the analysis. Moreover, if the stem vowel were a
diphthong, one might expect the suffix vowel, which is a copy of the preceding
stem vowel, to be either a diphthong itself or a vowel comparable to the second
component of the diphthong. This is not the case; the suffix vowel in the CVG
cases is always the initial vowel in the stem and never the second component of
the diphthong.
3.3 Ideophonic lengthening. Another function of lengthening in Ibibio is to indicate intensification. This type of lengthening is strictly ideophonic, as explained in
Essien [1979]. Only CV verbs or verbs with final nasal consonants may be
lengthened, as in (20). Verbs ending with oral stops cannot be lengthened. Rather,
intensification in such verbs is marked by the repetition of the entire verb, as in
(21).

(20)

Ii

da
daaa ...

'stand'
'I stood for a long time.'

se
nsee6 ...

'look'
'I looked for a long time.'

b3
Ii b333 ...

'receive'
'I received many times. '

nam
nammm ...

'perform/do'
'I performed for a long time.'

Ii
(21)

dep 'buy'
Ii !dep Ii !dep Ii !dep ...

b6k

'I bought many things/times.'

'cook'

m !b6k m !b6k m !b6k . . .

'I cooked many things/times.'

The fact that only vowels and nasals but not oral stops get lengthened this way
is not as mysterious as it is made out to be in Essien [1979]. This can be accounted
for phonetically by the nature of the segments because of the nature of their
articulatory occlusion, which is [-sonorant], whereas vowels and nasals may be
more readily lengthened since they are [+sonorant]. It is therefore possible that
segments with the feature specification [+sonorant] may be prolonged extensively,
at least as far as the articulatory organs and air stream permit, but those which are
[-sonorant] cannot be so prolonged. This does not in any way suggest that an oral
stop length contrast might not be attested in other languages such as Italian.

3.4 Ibibio morphophonemics. At this point, it is useful to introduce some
morphophonemic material for a better understanding of the issue of length. Stop
consonants are lenited in an intervocalic environment, both lexically and postlexically, creating homorganic continuants, taps, and approximants, thus, p, b ~
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lf3]; It, dl ~ [f], and Ikl
reflexive verbs.
(22)

dip 'hide'
clip + Refl
1 clip + Neg

~

[R]. Examples in (22) illustrate these changes with

I clip + VI ~ I clipel
~ Ii clip + CVI ~ Ii clip + pel
~

yilt 'wear (e.g. hat) on head'
yat + Refl ~ I yat + VI ~ I yata!

Ii yat + tal

~

[cli13e] 'hide oneself'
~ [I clippe]
's/he 's not hiding'
~

1 yat + Neg

~

Ii yat + CVI

~

Uk 'cover'
fAk + Ref
1 fAk + Neg

~

IfAk + VI
Ii fAk + CVI

~

IfAbl

~

~

Ii fAk + kSI

~

~
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~

[yan!]
'wear on one's head'
[1 yatta]
's/he's not wearing on
the head'
[fAd] 'cover oneself'
[1 fAkkS]
's/he's not covering'

In (22) the reflexive marker is a-V suffix. When this suffix is affixed to a CVC
verb, the environment for intervocalic consonant lenition is satisfied and, as
expected, the final consonant becomes lenited. This applies to all oral voiceless and
voiced stops in this position. However, when a -CV suffix is affixed to a CVC verb
stem to mark negation, for instance, among other functions, consonant lenition
does not take place, even though the conditions for its operation have been
satisfied. This is part of what is to be accounted for in this paper. Falling out from
this is the issue of suffix vowels. Only verb stems take -CV suffixes and it is
important to note that verbal suffixes harmonise with the stem vowels. The
correlation of the stem vowels with the suffix vowels is repeated in (23).
(23)

Verb Stem Vowel
[i, i, e]
[u, H,
[A, J]
[a]

g,

0]

Corresponding Suffix Vowel
e
o
J

a

4.0 Previous analyses of length
Essien [1979, 1990] rightly regards length as a suprasegmental feature, which may
sometimes be phonologically contrastive, sometimes predictable from
morphophonemic processes, and sometimes unpredictable. Umoh [1985] supports
Essien's position but takes it a step further by looking at length from an
autosegmental viewpoint. Her representation of both long vowels and consonants
is provided in (24)-(25).
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(J

A

C

(J

V

IA

1\

C V
1

1

m a a n a
(25)

(J

~

ma.'ma 'repeat/again'

~

dappa 'dream (verb),

(J

~I\

C

V

C V

d

a

p

I

I I I
a

By modifying the structure in (25), we can represent a branching intervocalic
consonant, as in (26). This structure has the advantage of capturing both
predictable (morphological) and unpredictable consonant length in Ibibio, as well as
showing that the intervocalic consonant is long.
(26)

(J

(J

~I\
C

V CC V

d

a pp a

I

I /\ I

~

dappa 'dream (verb),

Cook [1985], in discussing the question of ambisyllabicity in Efik, proposes
what he calls "Open Transition" to account for the variability of consonants at
syllable boundaries. According to him, the Open Transition (OT) is a type of
juncture which is important in order "to be able to specify the correct organisation
of consonants and vowels into syllables and syllabemes" [1985: 65]. In other
words, Open Transition determines what consonants occur in what position in a
syllable in Efik. Hyman [1982], in examining length in Gokana, dispenses with the
syllable altogether since, for him, the syllable does not appear to be germane to the
length issue in this language. Instead, he posits different representations for length
arising from morphological processes and length arising from phonological processes. However, Hyman [1990] revisits the issue of vocalic length in Gokana and
modifies his earlier position about the presence of syllables in this language,
showing that, in Efik, the syllable and foot are crucial in resolving the idiosyncratic
behaviour of certain consonants in certain positions. This analysis is related to the
situation in Ibibio, where consonants also vary depending on what position they
occupy in the syllable. However, we must point out that in Ibibio, as opposed to
Efik, there is sufficient evidence to distinguish between open and closed syllables,
as will be shown in 5.2. Given the above and the current work on prosodic
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morphology, we now tum our attention to how length may best be accounted for
in Ibibio by adopting moraic theory.
5.0 Length and syllable weight in Ibibio
From the data we have seen so far, it is obvious that length mainly occurs contrastively in verbs and their derivatives. Three types of processes are attested in the
data on Ibibio length, viz. consonant lenition/lengthening, vowel lengthening/
truncation and compensatory lengthening. It would be difficult, from a purely
segmental point of view, to account for why these processes occur in certain
contexts but not in others, even when these contexts are similar, and especially
when it has been shown that both consonant lengthening and lenition occur in the
same CV-V phonological environment. Consequently, I adopt the moraic approach
to account for length phenomena in Ibibio.

5.1 Moraic phonology. In my analysis of length here, I adopt the theory of
moraic phonology, which adopts a basic assumption that languages make a weight
distinction between light and heavy syllables having one and two moras, respectively. A heavy syllable may have one of the following structures: CVV, CVC,
CVVC, or CVCc. This is completely language dependent.
Weight considerations are important for both phonological and morphological
reasons in language; for instance, it is crucial to stress placement in stress languages. Onset consonants are not weighted since they are never assigned to any
mora. A syllable weight distinction is largely dependent on whether or not such
languages have a vowel length distinction [Hyman 1985, McCarthy & Prince
1986, Hayes 1989]. Since we have shown Ibibio to have contrastive length with
nasal consonants and vowels, there appears to be strong motivation for a weight
distinction. Thus, the claim made here is that Ibibio makes a distinction between
heavy and light syllables [Akinlabi & Urua 1993; Akinlabi 1995]. This claim is justified within the context of moraic theory because Ibibio manifests a vowel length
contrast, as we have already shown.
In addition to a moraic theory of weight, underspecification theory [Archangelli
1988] is evoked in positing the velar consonant as an underspecified consonant in
Ibibio, since it is this consonant that is often used to fill an empty -C- slot in the
consonant tier [Urua 1990, 1992].
5.2 An analysis of Ibibio. The data in (27) provide a sample of monosyllabic verb
stems with different syllable structures. The CV stems are both monosyllabic and
monomoraic in Ibibio as in other languages. The examples in (27b), though
monosyllabic, are all birnoraic in Ibibio.
(27) a. CV

di
b3

'come'
'receive'

b.CV(V)C
dep 'buy'
b3k 'cook (soup)'
nam 'perform/do'

deep
b33k

naam

'scratch'
'nurture'
'intoxicate'
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1 treat the coda consonant in eve structures in Ibibio as weight-bearing, so
that, together with the root vowel, the syllable is bimoraic. It does not simply
acquire a mora from weight by position [Hayes 1989]. However, verbs having
evve structure are monosyllabic but bimoraic by virtue of the fact that they have
long vowels, each vowel comprising two moras. The question is this: does a eve
stem have the same weighting as a evve stem, or is a evve stem monosyllabic
and trimoraic? The position adopted here is that both eve and evve structures
are monosyllabic and bimoraic. The evve structure does not take a -ev suffix but
rather a-V suffix. So, it has the same weight as a eve structure and is therefore
not trimoraic in itself. Once it acquires a-V suffix, thereby creating a evvev
structure, it becomes disyllabic and trimoraic.
Ibibio attests few cases of long vowels contrasting with short ones in open
syllables (pointed out earlier in section 3.1). Although a few cases of long vowels
are attested in open syllables, e.g., kaa 'go' and naa 'lie down', these do not
contrast with short ones. Our reason for distinguishing between ev and eve
stems arises from the fact that ev stems need to lengthen the stem vowel to a
evv -structure before affixing a -ev suffix. In other words, a ev stem needs to be
made heavy before -ev suffixation. This requirement is not needed for eve stems,
as illustrated in (29), as they are already considered heavy.

(2R) a. di
b. me
c. n:3
d. du
(29) a.
b.
c.
d.

dep
sin
kop
kpaI)

'come
'endure'
'give'
'be alive'
'buy'
'put'
'hear'
'fold'

n dii-Re
ill mee-Re
n n:3:3-Re
Ii duu-Ro

n dep-pe
n sin-ne
n kop-po

'I am not coming'
'I am not enduring'
'I am not giving'
'I am not alive'

'I
'I
'I
I)ill kpaI)-I)a 'I

am not buying'
am not putting'
am not hearing'
am not folding'

Further evidence supporting a moraic analysis is found in compensatory lengthening, where deletion of a stem final e in a bimoraic eve stem necessitates
lengthening of the stem vowel to fill the position of the vacated mora. This is
discussed in section 5.2.l below.
The maximum length for an Ibibio verb root is two syllables. Hence, disyllabic
verbs may be either bimoraic or trimoraic, as in (30) and (31), respectively. In (30)
we have examples of disyllabic/bimoraic verbs, while those in (31) are disyllabic/
trimoraic. In (31 a-d), trimoraicity is determined by the fact that there are bimoraic
long vowels plus a final moraic vowel. In (31 e-g), the third mora arises from the
presence of the long consonants, which have weight by position, in addition to the
(30) a.
b.
c.
d.

[eRe
bani
kej3e - kebe
toj3o - tobo

'run'
'make (a) fire'
'take enema'
'place (an) order'
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(31) a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

faaI]a
meeI]e
toor6
b33r:5
uppe
seppe
w:5I]I]:5

(32) a tem
tem-e
tem-me

b. faak
faR-a
fak-ka

c. saI]
saI]-a
saa-I]a

d. k3p
k3f3-:5
Bp-p5

B3-m:5
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'argue'
'delay in responding'
'praise'
'respond'
'bore (a) hole'
'make (a) mess'
'tum around'
'cook'
'be on fire'
'remove cooking from fire'
'wedge between two objects'
'be wedged between two objects'
'remove wedged object'
'walk ahead'
'walk'
'walk (Freq)
'lock'
'be locked'
'unlock'
'unlock (Freq)'

weight of the two vowel nuclei in the verb. These are all underived items. However, there are many derived verbs in Ibibio comparable in form to what is found
in (30) and (31), as exemplified in (32).
Length in Ibibio may therefore be seen as operating to preserve syllabic weight
oppositions. These weight oppositions include monosyllabic, monomoraic stems
(i. e., CV); monosyllabic, bimoraic stems (i. e., CV(V)C); disyllabic, bimoraic stems
(i. e., CVCV); and finally disyllabic, trimoraic stems (i. e., CVVCV and CVCCV).
There are no free standing verbs with four moras. Where such a possibility might
arise, especially in cases where the root vowel is long in addition to a potential long
consonant, the root vowel becomes truncated, leaving the weight trimoraic. Conversely, where the root vowel is short and there is a possibility of the syllable
weight requirement not being met, the root vowel is lengthened to meet the
weight requirements of the verb, as in (34).
Note that, in (33) and (34), the verb roots are monosyllabic/bimoraic, even
though the verb stem in (33) has a long vowel. But the derived verbs are disyllabic
and trimoraic. If the verb root in (33) were trimoraic, assuming the final C is
weight-bearing, -CV suffixation would have created a potential four moras verb, as
for example, *faak-ka and *faak-Na. But a four mora weight is not permitted in
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(33) a. faak 'wedge between two objects'
b. faak + CV ---7 faak + ka ---7 fak + ka

---7

c. faak + NV

---7

faak + 1)a

---7

fak + 1)a

---7

(34) a. kap 'lock'
b. bp + NV

---7

k:)p + m5

---7

k:):) + m5

---7

fak-ka ---7 fakka
'remove wedged object'

fak-1)a ---7 faal)a
'remove wedged object (Freq)'
k:):)-m5

---7

kaam:5
'unlock (Freq)'

Ibibio and it also appears that this is rarely attested in most languages [Hayes 1989,
McCarthy & Prince 1990]. To prevent such a situation from arising, the root
vowel becomes truncated in (33b-c), leaving a bimoraic root on which suffixation
applies. The long vowel in (33c) is a result of compensatory lengthening from the
loss of the final root consonant. This process is discussed in more detail in 5.2.4
below. Conversely, in (34a), the vowel of the verb root is short. To derive (34b)
which demands that it be disyllabic and trimoraic, the root vowel is lengthened
compensatorily after the deletion of the verb final C to satisfy the weight
requirements. Our position as argued earlier is that CVVC roots are equivalent to
CVC with regard to weight.
Table 4. Verb roots, structure, and weight
Verb
Syllables
Monosyllabic
CV (d] 'come')
Monosyllabic
CVV (kaa 'go ')
Disyllabic
CVCV (feRe 'run')
Disyllabic
CVVCV (bail1)a 'share')
Disyllabic
CVCCV (dippe 'lift up')

Weight
Monomoraic
Bimoraic
Bimoraic
Trimoraic
Trimoraic

The weight distinction is important in Ibibio prosodic morphology because it
explains why certain phonological processes may not necessarily take place in
apparently identical phonological environments. Consider, for instance, the process
of consonant lenition in Ibibio. As pointed out in section 3, this process occurs in
intervocalic position. But, not surprisingly, long consonants are not affected by this
weakening process. If weakening applied to the long consonants, then the integrity
of these consonants would be lost. More crucially, it shows that consonant lenition
is only permissible in light-light bimoraic (CVCV) and heavy-light trimoraic
(CVVCV) feet. In this case, only the vowels make up the moras. It is therefore vital
that a distinction be established between light-light (CVCV) and heavy-light feet
(CVVCV /CVCCV), as well as between heavy-light (CVVCV and CVCCV), to
account for why these processes may not occur in similar phonological environments [Shaw 1992; Akinlabi & Urua 1993; Akinlabi 1995]. Further evidence to
show that these processes are based on syllable weight distinctions is provided in
(35).
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(35) a.
b.
c..
d.
e.
f.

SaI]a 'walk
feRe 'run'
faaI]a 'argue'
taara 'praise'
dippe 'lift up'
seppe 'make (a) mess'

i saI]a-ke
i feRe-ke
i faaI]a-ke

i toor6-ke
i dJppe-ke
i seppe-ke
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's/he is not walking'
's/he is not running'
's/he is not arguing'
's/he is not praising'
's/he is not lifting up'
's/he is not making (a) mess'

In (35) the negative marker is -ke. Crucially, observe that lenition of /kl fails to
take place even though an intervocalic environment has been satisfied. This is
simply because the syllables in (35) already meet the criteria for light-light or
heavy-light feet. I-kel in itself is only a light CV syllable and does not constitute a
proper foot, i. e., light-light or heavy-light. However, it may be seen as extraprosodic. The first two syllables already constitute a foot; therefore, lenition cannot
take place outside of a complete foot, as in (36). Given our earlier submission,
consonant lenition and lengthening may occur only in a light-light or heavy-light
feet, respectively. When such weight distinctions are met, these processes can
occur. However, when these weight distinctions are not met, it is impossible for
these same processes to take place. In (36), further evidence is provided to show
that consonant lenition and lengthening can only take place within specified syllable
structures constituting different foot structures.
(36) a. CV

se

n:J
b.CVC
dep
man
c.CVVC

wuut

s:J:Jk

'look'
'give'

i see-Re
i n:J:J-R:5

's/he is not looking
's/he is not giving'

'buy'
'give birth'

i dep-pe
i mim-na

's/he is not buying'
's/he is not giving birth'

'pull down'
'erase'

i wuu-r6
i S:J:J-R:5

's/he is not pulling down'
's/he is not erasing'

In (36), the same negative marker I-ke/, encountered in (35), is realised
phonetically as [-R V] when it occurs with CV verbs, and as -CV with CV(V)C
verbs. However, notice that consonant lenition and lengthening have taken place in
these examples even though the verb roots are monosyllabic/monomoraic or
monosyllabiclbimoraic. The addition of I-ke/, a -CV suffix, creates a heavy-light
(either CVVCV or CVCCV) foot, which enables these two processes to take place.
In (36b-c) where the verb root is already bimoraic, there is no need to lengthen the
root vowel, as was necessary for the examples in (33a and c), to obtain a heavylight CVV -CV. The assimilatory process in (33) is accounted for through underspecification theory [Archangelli 1988].
It has been argued that /kl is the underspecified consonant in Ibibio lUrua 1990,
19921 for the following reasons. In many morphophonemic instances, it serves as
the "back-up" consonant where a consonant is required to fill the position of an
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empty -C- slot. If we look at the data in (36), we see that monosyllabic verbs
without a coda are negated by an -R V suffix where the -V - harmonises with the
root vowel. Recall also that the voiceless stops [p, t, k] are lenited in intervocalic
position, resulting in [{3, f, R]. Notice that the -C- of the -CV suffix on the CV
verbs is always an -R-, the same consonant that is realised after the lenition of /k/ in
(36c). The argument here is that, since the suffix consonant may be assimilated as
in (36b), a consonant that satisfies this function is /kl [Essien 1990; Urua 1990,
1992; Akinalbi & Urua 1993]. Where there is no coda consonant, as in (36a), the
consonant of the -CV suffix, which is /kl underlyingly, assimilates to the coda
consonant; but where the coda consonant is /kl on the surface, this application is
vacuous. Further evidence supporting /k/ as the default consonant is presented in
the next section on compensatory lengthening.
5.2.1 Compensatory lengthening. There is reason to believe that the base of
prosodic morphology in Ibibio is a monosyllabic structure, i. e., CV(C) [Essien
1978, 1979, 1990; Urua 1990]. Most morphophonemic processes hinge on the
CV(C) verb root. I present here evidence from compensatory lengthening to show
this to be the case. Chene & Anderson [1979] and Hayes [1989], among others,
discuss the phenomenon of compensatory lengthening, Hayes [1989: 260] defining
it as "the lengthening of a segment triggered by the deletion or shortening of a
nearby segment". Given this definition, compensatory lengthening in Ibibio is
triggered mainly by the absence of coda consonant segments or by the deletion of
coda consonant segments in order to satisfy syllable weight requirements. Let us
consider the data in (37), which we have already encountered in section 3.
As pointed out in 3.2, there are several other ways of marking frequency in
Ibibio, some of which include lengthening, suffixation, and degemination. However,
for our purposes, in (37)-(40) we will concentrate on compensatory lengthening as
a marker of frequency. To obtain a frequentative form such as that in (37a) in
which the verb root has a CVC structure and is bimoraic, we assume a -CV suffix
whose -C- is underlyingly specified [Nasal]. The suffix vowel, as usual, harmonises
with the root vowel. The coda consonant is deleted, thereby creating an empty
moraic slot which is filled by the lengthening of the root vowel. Where the verb is
disyllabic, i. e., either CVCV or CVCCV as in (37c-d) and (39)-(40), such verbs are
treated as if they only had a CVC structure. It is as if the final -V-and -CV portions
are "extra-prosodic", with the result that the same process that applied to the CVC
forms is also applicable to the CVCV and CVCCV forms, discountenancing the last
-CV. Observe that the forms with coronals as the coda consonant in (38b), (39),
and (40c) do not have the expected alveolar nasal as the suffix consonant. There
appears to be a constraint against coronals appearing as suffix consonants when
the suffix is specified as [Nasal] [cf. Paradis & Prunet 1989]. This consonant is
realised in such cases, once again establishing the status of the velar consonant as
the default consonant in Ibibio.
Further evidence for this position is found in verbs without codas, as in (37).
Notice that again the suffix consonant is the velar consonant. Two things take
place with respect to verbs having a CV structure. One is that, although there is no
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coda consonant to be deleted, the root vowel is still lengthened to create a evv ev structure, as in (37a-b). In the event that the root vowel is not lengthened to fill
the slot of a deleted consonant, a velar consonant is introduced as the coda as in
the frequentative forms in (37), where the output is eVl)l)V or eVkkV.
(37) ev

a n:3
n:31]-1]:J
n:3:3-1]:J

(38)

b. kpl
kpik-ke
kpee-1]e

'cut (with a machete)'
'cut right through'
'cut right through (Freq)'

c. kpa
kpa1]-1]a

'die'
'die (Freq)'

eve
a dep
dee-me
b. yat
yaafa
yaa-1]a

(39)

'buy'
'buy (Freq)'
'wear (e.g., hat) on the head'
'remove (e.g., hat) from head (Reversive),
'remove (e.g., hat) from head (Frequentative)'

evev
feRe
fee-1]e

(40)

'give'
'give (Freq)'
'feed someone (e.g., a child)'

'run'
'run (Freq)'

evccv
a dippe
dli-me

'lift up'
'lift up (Freq)'

b. fakka
faa-1]a

'remove wedged object'
'remove wedged objects (Freq)'

c. sitte
sli-1]e

'uncork'
'uncork (Freq)'

These processes take place in order to satisfy the weight requirement, which is
heavy-light, in order for compensatory lengthening to take place. The suffix nasal
consonant is, of course, identical to the coda nasal, thereby creating a long nasal
consonant that acquires a mora from the coda through weight by position,
deriving a trimoraic disyllable after suffixation. These satisfy the syllabic weight
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requirements for this process. Secondly, the default nasal consonant is realised,
even though there is none at the coda for the suffix consonant to copy. It has been
shown that adopting moraic theory provides a straightforward and easy explanation for compensatory lengthening in Ibibio, since the deletion of the coda C in a
CVC structure (which has a weight unit of a mora) and the subsequent lengthening
of the root vowel to occupy the position of the deleted coda consonant, occurs just
to maintain the weight of the syllable that is bimoraic.
Other processes to be examined in support of the syllabic weight theory in
Ibibio include the reciprocal and reflexive formations, as illustrated in (41) and (42).
Reciprocal action is action performed by two or more persons for each other. This
is grammatically expressed in Ibibio through prefixation and suffixation. Reversive
action, on the other hand, indicates that the action expressed by a verb is reversed,
not necessarily negated, since both positive action and a reversed action may be
negated, as already explained in 3.2.2.
(41) Reciprocation
a.CV
ma
'love/like'
'look'
se

e-d6-ma-ka
e-d6-see-re

'love one another'
'look at one another'

-'see'
'hear'
'greet'
'talk'

e-d6-kit-te
e-d6-kop-po
e-d6-kjm-mj
e-d6-taIJ-IJa

'see one another'
'listen to one another'
'greet one another'
'exchange strong words with
one another'

'wink at'
'hit'

e-du-keppe

'wink at one another'
'hit one another'

b.CVC
kit
kop
k:5m
taIJ

c.CVCCV
keppe
kp:3kk:5

e-d6-kpjkkb

It is clear that the reciprocal suffix is -CV where the verb root is CV(C). But
where the verb is disyllabic, CVCV/CVCCV, there is no reason to add an additional
-CV suffix. The basic structure of the verb is maintained. The -CV suffix is only
necessary to balance the weight requirements of a monomoraic syllable, making it
bimoraic or maximally trimoraic, as the case may be.
Reflexivisation in Ibibio is marked by a-V suffix which has the effect of
weakening a preceding final stop, be it oral or nasal. Connell [1991] suggests that
weakening occurs even for nasal stops in Ibibio in similar environments. Word final
oral stops become corresponding continuants or taps depending on the place
features of the stop. For instance, as already indicated in section 3.4 above, p, b ~
[I3], t, d ~ [r] and /k/ ~ [R]. Observe that when the -V suffix is affixed to a CVC
verb root, the final consonant becomes weakened, but when a -CV suffix is added
to the same CVC verbs, no weakening occurs; rather, there is consonant
replication. All of these serve to show that syllable weight is crucial to Ibibio
phonology.
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(42) Reflexivisation

a. sm
sine
i-sinne
b. dip
dipe

~

'put'
'put on oneself'
's/he is not putting on'

dif3e

'hide'
'hide oneself'
's/he is not hiding'

yaai

'wear (on the head)'
'wear on one's head'
's/he is not wearing (on the head)'

i-dippe
c. yat
yata

~

i-yatta

The position taken in this paper is not at variance with the argument
concerning the relevance of foot structures in Ibibio [Akinlabi 1995] and in Efik
[Hyman 1990]. Ultimately, syllable structure is intricately linked to foot structure.
If we consider the examples in (41), it will be observed that even though the
structure ma-ka meets the requirement for the weakening of the voiceless velar
stop, this does not occur, possibly because the -ka does not constitute part of a
foot with rna. Alternatively, the failure of -k to lenite in this example might be
historical. 3

6.0 Conclusion
In this paper I have provided a descriptive account of length in Ibibio and shown
that, using a moraic account, length can easily be accounted for as occurring to
satisfy the syllabic weight oppositions in the language. It explains, for instance, why
certain phonological processes such as consonant lengthening and lenition, vowel
lengthening and truncation, may occur in one instance but fail to occur in another,
even when the phonological requirements are satisfied. However, if a distinction is
made between light-light and heavy-light feet, then it is easy enough to offer a
satisfactory account [Akinlabi & Urua 1993; Akinlabi 1995]. Different syllable
weight requirements are therefore needed for the different verbal suffixes to yield
the surface output. Using underspecification theory, the fact that velar consonants
emerge in the output, either as stops, continuants or nasals, where they were not
present overtly as part of the surface structure, is accounted for if the velar
consonant is regarded as the default consonant in Ibibio.

3This position has been suggested by an anonymous reviewer.
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